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Arrival timing diagnostics performed at a soft X-ray free-electron laser (FEL)
beamline of SACLA are described. Intense soft X-ray FEL pulses with onedimensional focusing efficiently induce transient changes of optical reflectivity
on the surface of GaAs. The arrival timing between soft X-ray FEL and optical
laser pulses was successfully measured as a spatial position of the reflectivity
change. The temporal resolution evaluated from the imaging system reaches
 10 fs. This method requires only a small portion of the incident pulse energy,
which enables the simultaneous operation of the arrival timing diagnostics and
experiments by introducing a wavefront-splitting scheme.

1. Introduction
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To conduct ultrafast pump–probe experiments, arrival timing
diagnostics between free-electron laser (FEL) and optical
laser pulses are required to compensate for possible arrival
timing jitter between these pulses. For this purpose, new
techniques which probe the transient changes of the optical
reflectivity or transmissivity of semiconductors induced by
intense soft and hard X-ray FEL irradiation have been
developed (Maltezopoulos et al., 2008; Gahl et al., 2008;
Krupin et al., 2012; Harmand et al., 2013; Bionta et al., 2014).
For the hard X-ray region, one-dimensional X-ray focusing
was applied to the reduction of an XFEL pulse energy
required for producing transient changes below 10 mJ at a
photon energy of  10 keV (Sato et al., 2015). Furthermore, a
beam branching method using a transmission grating enabled
pump–probe experiments to be performed simultaneously
with the arrival timing diagnostics (Katayama et al., 2016).
However, the method, based on an amplitude-splitting
scheme, cannot be directly applied in the extreme-ultraviolet
(EUV) and soft X-ray regions due to the lack of transmission
beam splitters that have high diffraction efficiency with
reasonable transmissivity. We note that transmissive timing
monitoring is available at  1000 eV (Beye et al., 2012), while
it becomes difficult below a few hundred eV due to a decrease
of the transmissivity
On the contrary, a wavefront-splitting scheme is applicable
to beam branching even in the EUV and soft X-ray regions.
In this paper we investigate the feasibility of arrival timing
diagnostics that use only a small portion of the incident XFEL
beam. In x2 we describe an experimental setup and results
with one-dimensional focusing of soft X-ray FEL pulses.
Following the result with a partial beam condition in x3, we
discuss possible plans to extend this method to simultaneous
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operation of experiments and arrival timing diagnostics by
introducing the wavefront-splitting scheme in x4.

2. Experiment with one-dimensional focusing
As a first step, we performed a basic test with one-dimensionally focused soft X-ray FEL pulses. We used a soft X-ray
FEL beamline BL1, which employs a dedicated 800 MeV
linac, the SCSS+ (Owada et al., 2018), at the SACLA facility
(Ishikawa et al., 2012). Fig. 1(a) depicts the detailed setup,
which is similar to the setup described by Maltezopoulos et al.
(2008). To obtain a high excitation efficiency, the incident
X-ray beam at a photon energy of 100 eV with a  8 mm tophat profile (Fig. 1b) was one-dimensionally focused onto a
mirror-polished GaAs wafer (30 mm  30 mm) to a spot size
of 200 mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM). A typical
FEL pulse energy was reduced from the original output of
80 mJ to  20 mJ by using attenuators combined with Zr foils
and N2 gas. The FEL fluence on the surface of the GaAs wafer
was estimated as  4 mJ cm2, which is a sufficiently high
intensity to induce a transient reflectivity change. We note that
we did not observe any permanent damage on the surface
after 12 h irradiation.
Synchronized Ti : sapphire laser pulses with a photon energy
of 1.55 eV and a pulse duration of 50 fs were focused using a
pair of cylindrical lenses to a spot size of 100 mm  2000 mm.
The optical beam irradiated the GaAs wafer with an incident
angle of 45 , and the reflected beam was detected with a
visible CCD camera (OPAL-2000) that combines an imaging
lens. The spatial resolution of the camera is 3.5 mm pixel1,
which corresponds to a temporal resolution of 8.3 fs pixel1
estimated from the optical geometry of the spatial encoding
method.
Fig. 2 shows single-shot CCD images in different optical
delays that were controlled with a delay stage for the optical
laser pulse. The optical laser pulses were vertically polarized,

Figure 1
(a) Schematic of the experimental setup. The horizontally polarized soft
X-ray pulses were one-dimensionally focused onto the GaAs wafer. The
optical laser pulses were vertically polarized, which corresponded to the
reflection of p-polarized pulses. The reflected beam was imaged onto the
visible CCD camera. (b) Spatial profile of the incident soft X-ray FEL
beam. (c) Spatial profile after the 1 mm-width slit. The white dashed
circle depicts the incident beam size.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2018). 25, 68–71

Figure 2
Normalized single-shot CCD images in different optical delays. The
relative arrival timing was projected onto the horizontal axis of these
images (lower image in each panel). The pixel intensity was integrated
along the vertical axis between 370 and 380 pixel (upper graph in each
panel).

corresponding to the reflection of p-polarization geometry.
The relative arrival timing was projected onto the horizontal
axis of these images. Intensities of each pixel were normalized
by the background signal without soft X-ray irradiation. A
smaller number of horizontal pixels indicates an arrival of the
soft X-ray pulses earlier than the optical pulses. We clearly
observed a reduction of reflectivity of  10% to  15% after
the soft X-ray pulses are irradiated. An edge position of the
reflectivity change was evaluated using the software package
running on the SACLA HPC system [Timing Monitor
Analyzer (TMA); Nakajima et al., 2018]. Under the present
conditions, more than 97% of images are successfully analyzed
using TMA. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of a 1000-shotaveraged edge position with respect to the delay time between
the soft X-ray and the optical pulses. The pixel to the arrival
timing conversion coefficient was determined to be
8.6 (2) fs pixel1, which is consistent with that derived from
the optical geometry.
Next, we investigated the dependence of the reflectivity
change on polarization. Fig. 4(a) shows a typical single-shot
CCD image when the horizontally polarized optical pulses,
which correspond to s-polarization, were irradiated. The
reduction of reflectivity was not clearly observed when
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Table 1
Typical parameters of GaAs at 300 K.

Effective mass
Mobility (cm2 V1 s1)
Relaxation time (ps)
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Figure 3
Dependence of the 1000-shot-averaged edge position on the CCD images
with respect to the delay time between the soft X-ray and the optical
pulses. The horizontal bars represent the 2 width of the edge positions to
be evaluated.

compared with the p-polarization condition in Fig. 2. The
reflectivity difference can be explained using the Drude
model. First, the free-carrier density (N) created at the surface
of a GaAs wafer is estimated (Harmand et al., 2013; Katayama
et al., 2016),
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where E0, Eb, A, i, d and  are the incident pulse energy, the
band gap energy of GaAs, the spot size, the incident angle
between the soft X-ray FEL beam and the sample normal,
the sample thickness, and the penetration depth at 100 eV,
respectively. Here, we assumed that the sample thickness
equals the penetration depth at 1.55 eV, and free-carriers were
distributed uniformly in the GaAs. Under our experimental
conditions, the free-carrier density was calculated to be
 1020 cm3.
The refractive index at a wavelength of  is described using
the plasma frequencies, !e and !h,
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where !, me, mh, "0,  e and  h are the optical laser frequency,
the electron and hole effective mass, the vacuum permittivity
and the electron and hole relaxation times, respectively. The
relaxation times were derived from the effective mass and the
mobility. The values of these parameters are listed in Table 1
(Kasap, 2002). Using the above equations, the reflectivity of pand s-polarized pulses are derived from the Fresnel formula.
Fig. 4(b) shows the reflectivity of p- and s-polarized pulses at
h = 1.55 eV with respect to the free-carrier density. The ratio
of the reflectivity reduction of p-polarized optical pulses is
more than two times larger than that of s-polarized pulses
under our experimental conditions.

3. Experiment with partial beam
As a next step, we tested an application of this method to a
partial beam condition. For this purpose, a slit was used for
extracting an edge of the soft X-ray beam with a width of
1 mm, which was transported to the arrival timing diagnostics
system (Fig. 1c). The pulse energy at the sample was  4 mJ.
The beam size along the focusing direction was 70 mm
(FWHM), while that along the unfocused one was 3300 mm,
which corresponds to a fluence of  2 mJ cm2. The singleshot images processed with the above algorithm are shown
in Fig. 5. We observed a reflectivity change of  8% with a
successful evaluation ratio of  98% for detection of the
boundary of the reflectivity change. The single-shot relative
arrival timing fluctuation for 20 min was measured to be 243 fs
(RMS), as shown in Fig. 6. Again, we did not observe any

Figure 4
(a) Normalized single-shot CDD image for the s-polarized pulse. (b) Calculated ratio of reflectivity change dependent on free-carrier density. The freecarrier density under our experimental conditions is estimated to be  1020 cm3.
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the temporal resolution expected from the pulse duration of
FEL/optical pulses.
We demonstrated a feasibility of the arrival timing diagnostics by using a small portion (i.e. a width of 1 mm from
8 mm) of the incident soft X-ray beam around the edge.
Although the main beam was blocked by the slit in this setup,
we can modify the optical geometry to the beam branching
scheme by using a small beam-steering mirror; the mirror
deflects an edge part of the incident beam to the diagnostic
system, while a large portion of the beam is transported to the
experimental apparatus without interference. Alternatively,
the steering mirror may be substituted by a small focusing
mirror that works as the first optics of the diagnostic system.
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Figure 5
The normalized single-shot CCD images (lower image in each panel) and
the intensity profile integrated along the vertical axis between 375 and
385 pixel (upper graph in each panel). The slit was closed to extract the
edge of the soft X-ray FEL beam of 1 mm width.

Figure 6
Variation of the arrival timing between the soft X-ray FEL and the optical
laser pulses for 20 minutes (left) and histogram (right).
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